
Innovation Breakthrough at National University of Science and 

Technology Zimbabwe: Talking Tree Unveiled! 

Even the trees at the National University of Science and Technology (NUST) campus in 

Zimbabwe are now talking. Now recently the smartphone application "Talking Tree NUST" 

was unveiled at the National University of Science and Technology (NUST) campus. 

This initiative is the result of joint efforts of Shivaji Science Innovation and Incubation Centre, 

Department of Chemistry of NUST Zimbabwe and Department of Forest Resources and 

Wildlife Management at NUST. A team consisting of dedicated students and guided by experts 

has been working diligently on this project for the past few months. This application, which 

scans QR codes on trees, provides visitors with valuable information directly from the trees 

themselves. The father of the concept of Talking Tree is Dr. Expressing his excitement, Dhote 

said, "The Talking Tree project is a testament to the limitless possibilities when science, 

innovation and nature come together." 

In this collaboration Dr. Head of Department of Forest Resources and Wildlife Management at 

NUST. Angela Chichinye and Head of Department of Chemistry, NUST Zimbabwe, Dr. 

Bongani Ndhalovu Yalala was the expert. With his guidance, the "Talking Tree NUST" 

smartphone application is now available to students and locals at the National University of 

Science and Technology (NUST) campus in Zimbabwe. "We are seeing for the first time that 

the tree gives its own information by scanning the QR code and this type of initiative has been 

established for the first time in my country," said Dr. Posted by Angela Chichinye. Dr. Bongani 

Ndhalovu said “Talking Tree NUST is an innovative initiative, and soon we will be rolling out 

such an initiative in many forest departments in Zimbabwe. With Dhote's help, we will install 

it soon." 

Students from both institutions contributed as project interns combining their skills and 

interests to establish Talking Tree NUST. This initiative aligns NUST's innovation, 

sustainability and interdisciplinary collaboration. 

The Talking Tree NUST smartphone application will create an immersive and educational 

experience for visitors to the campus. This pioneering project not only showcases technological 

advancements at the university, but also highlights the importance of combining science, nature 

and education for a brighter, greener future. 

 



 

 

    

 


